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Abstract—In past research, we proposed an authentication
method that combines actions with spatiotemporal information
such as location, time, and distance. With the method, a user
succeeds in authentication when he/she performs preset actions
such as pushing button n times on preset intervals defined by
spatiotemporal information. In this paper, we improve the
authentication method using a partial matching method. We
propose two kinds of partial matching methods for pushing
button and interval. A type I method assumes the number of
pushing button is sometimes less than preset count, but the
number never exceeds it, and a user never pushes the button out
of preset areas. A type II method assumes the number of pushing
button is less or more than preset count occasionally, and a user
pushes the button out of preset areas. We showed how to
calculate FAR when the type I or II is applied. In the experiment,
we compared the type I and II methods with a conventional
method to evaluate their security. As a result, the type I method
improved false acceptance rate (FAR) from 0.097% to 0.053%.
The type II method improved FAR from 0.097% to 0.035%.
Keywords—spatiotemporal
information;
spatiotemporal
character; partial match authentication; authentication interval;
ubiquitous computing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, smart card authentication and biometrics
authentication are widely used as high secure authentication. In
smart card authentication [10], users are authenticated with a
smart card which is difficult to replicate. But there are some
risks in that a smart card can be stolen. Although a user can
disable his/her smart card when he/she notices it missing, the
stolen smart card could be used for authentication before
he/she notices the fact [6]. Biometrics authentication uses the
fingerprint [15] or the iris [1] to authenticate users. Biometrics
authentication is safe because it is impossible to steal them.
However, biometrics authentication has some demerits. There
is a possibility that a biometrics authentication system
erroneously authenticates users with imitations [9]. Biometrics
information cannot be disabled even if biometrics information
leaks because it cannot be changed.

The defects of smart card authentication and biometrics
authentication should be covered when high security is needed
(e.g., authenticating the user who enters important places such
as a secret data storage room, a military installation, or a
nuclear power plant). The easy way to cover the defects is
using two authentication methods (two factor authentication
[14]). Two factor authentication usually combines an
authentication method based on “What you know” with “What
you have.” Smart card authentication and biometrics
authentication are authentication methods based on “What you
have.” Entering a password with a keyboard is a common
method based on “What you know.” However, entering
password is not very secure because a password can be
discovered by others through shoulder surfing.
To enhance security of authentication, we proposed an
authentication method that combines actions with
spatiotemporal information such as location, time, and distance
[17][18]. With the method, a user performs specific actions on
several points that are defined by location, time, or distance.
Figure 1 shows an example of the authentication combining
pushing button and location information. If a user pushes a
button of a device on points A and B, C, and D (authentication
point), the authentication succeeds and he/she can enter the
data center. The proposed method is an authentication method
based on “What you know,” and is suitable for two factor
authentication when smart card authentication or biometrics
authentication is used.
To enhance usability of the method, we proposed the
authentication method using the authentication interval [17].
The authentication interval is an alternative element to the
authentication point. When using the interval, a user pushes the
button five times between points A and B (interval I), three
times between points B and C (interval J), and one time
between points C and D (interval K), to be authenticated, as
shown in Figure 2. Using the interval does not require severe
timing of performing actions, and therefore the usability is
higher than using the point.
However, it is not clear whether using the interval is higher
security than using the point or not. In case that using the
interval is not higher security than the point, we improve
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authentication method using the interval. In the experiment, to
make it easy, we do not conduct the experiment with actual
users, but assume false rejection rate (FRR) of the improved
method is same as using the point. Also, we show what is
required for the improved method to make the FRR same as
using the point. So, we set the following research questions:
•
•
•

RQ1: When assuming false rejection rate (FRR) is
same, which has higher security, using authentication
interval, or using authentication point?
RQ2: When assuming FRR is same, which has higher
security, the improved authentication method, or using
authentication point?
RQ3: What is required for the improved method to
make the FRR same as using the point?
II.

SPATIOTEMPORAL BASED AUTHENTICATION

A. Definitions
1) Authentication Area: We defined authentication area as
shown in Figure 3. Definitions of each point and interval are
as follows:
Location point/interval: When s is set as arbitrary location,
authentication area determined by s is called location point.
When ss and se are set as arbitrary locations, authentication area
determined by the interval between ss and se is called location
interval.
Time point/interval: When s is set as arbitrary elapsed time
from authentication start point, authentication area determined
by s is called time point. For example, “Time point A is 15
seconds” means the point when s is15 seconds. When ss and se
are set as arbitrary elapsed time from authentication start point,
authentication area determined by the interval between ss and se
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Figure 3. Inclusive relation of authentication area

is called time interval. For example, “Time interval A is from
15 seconds to 20 seconds” means the interval between the
point when ss is 15 seconds and the point when se is 20 seconds.
Distance point/interval: When s is set as arbitrary travel
distance from authentication start point, authentication area
determined by s is called distance point. For example,
“Distance point A is 100 meters” means the point where s is
100 meters. When ss and se are set as arbitrary travel distance
from authentication start point, authentication area determined
by the interval between ss and se is called distance interval. For
example, “Distance interval A is from 100 meters to 150
meters” means the interval between the point where ss is 100
meters and the point where se is 150 meters.
2) Authentication Action: Authentication action is an
action which a user should perform to be authenticated. When
authentication point is used, candidates of the actions are
performing and not performing an action. For example,
pushing a button and not pushing a button are the candidates.
In contrast, when authentication interval is used, the
candidates are performing an action n times. For example,
pushing a button two times and pushing a button four times
are the candidates.
3) Spatiotemporal Character and String: Spatiotemporal
character is a set of an authentication area p and an
authentication action a 〈p, a〉. Spatiotemporal string is
sequence of k spatiotemporal characters. When pi is an
authentication area and ai is an authentication action, a
spatiotemporal string is denoted as 〈p1, a1〉...〈pi, ai〉...〈pk, ak〉.
For example, the spatiotemporal string in Figure 1 is 〈A,
“pushing button”〉 〈B, “pushing button”〉 〈C, “pushing button”〉
〈D, “pushing button”〉, and the spatiotemporal string in Figure
2 is 〈I, “pushing button five times”〉 〈J, “pushing button three
times”〉 〈K, “pushing button one time”〉.
Preset action is an authentication action which is prescribed
on an authentication system, and user action is an
authentication action which a user actually performs. Likewise,
we classify authentication area into preset/user area,
spatiotemporal character into preset/user character,
and
spatiotemporal string into preset/user string. Spatiotemporal
based authentication does not care sequence of characters in a
user string, because it does not enhance security of
authentication very much.
B. Partial Matching Method
A partial matching method judges authentication as
successful when the number of mismatch characters is smaller
than allowed mismatch number d between a preset string and
a user string. The mismatch character means when a preset

TABLE I.

AUTHENTICATION RESULTS WHEN THE PARTIAL MATCHING
METHOD IS USED

User string
〈K, 1〉 〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 5〉〉 〈K, 1〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈L, 1〉〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉
〈I, 5〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈K, 2〉 〈L, 1〉〉
TABLE II.

Reason
Sequence is not cared
One mismatch character
One mismatch character
One mismatch character
Two mismatch character
Too long string

AUTHENTICATION RESULTS WHEN THE TYPE I METHOD IS
USED

User string
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 2〉〉 〈K, 1〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈K, 2〉〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 1〉〉 〈K, 1〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈L, 1〉〉
TABLE III.

Result
Success
Success
Success
Success
Failure
Failure

Result
Success
Failure
Failure
Failure

Reason
One mismatch character
Too many pushing button
Too less pushing button
Out of preset area

AUTHENTICATION RESULTS WHEN THE TYPE II METHOD IS
USED

User string
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 2〉〉 〈K, 1〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈K, 2〉〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈K, 3〉〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 1〉〉 〈K, 1〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈L, 1〉〉
〈I, 5〉 〈J, 3〉 〈L, 2〉〉

Result
Success
Success
Failure
Failure
Success
Failure

Reason
One mismatch character
One mismatch character
Too many pushing button
Too less pushing button
One mismatch character
More than 1 times out of
preset area

character is denoted as 〈p, a〉, and a user character is denoted as
〈q, b〉, the preset action a does not correspond to the user action
b, or the preset area p does not correspond to the user area q. In
the following, we call the method as the normal matching
method.
The normal matching method allows that a user string is
shorter than a preset string. However, it does not allow that a
user string is longer than a preset string, because inputting
many characters enhances probability of matching a preset
string and a user string. Table I shows examples of user strings
and their results, when authentication interval is used, d = 1,
and a preset string is 〈I, 5 (pushing button 5 times)〉 〈J, 3〉 〈K,
1〉.
C. Partial Matching Method for Pushing Button and Interval
As stated in section I, it is not clear whether using the
interval is higher security than using the point or not. In case
that using the interval is not higher security than the point, we
enhance security of the normal matching method. That is, we
propose two kinds of partial matching methods specialized for
pushing button and interval.
A type I method classifies behavior of a user as followings.
In the followings, the preset action is “pushing button n times.”
•
•
•
•

Case I-1: Pushing button n - 1 times.
Case I-2: Pushing button out of preset areas.
Case I-3: Pushing button less than n - 1 times.
Case I-4: Pushing button more than n times.

The method assumes that a user sometimes perform case I1 erroneously, but never does other cases. So, the method
admits case I-1 as a mismatch character, but does not admit
other cases. That is, if a user string includes case I-2, I-3 or I-4,

authentication fails regardless allowed mismatch number.
Table II shows examples of user strings and their results, when
the type I method is used.
A type II method classifies behavior of a user as
followings. In the followings, the preset action is “pushing
button n times.”
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case II-1: Pushing button n - 1 times.
Case II-2: Pushing button n + 1 times.
Case II-3: Pushing button 1 times out of preset areas.
Case II-4: Pushing button more than n + 1 times.
Case II-5: Pushing button less than n – 1 times.
Case II-6: Pushing button more than 1 times out of
preset areas.

The method assumes that a user sometimes perform case II1, II-2 and II-3 erroneously, but never does other cases. So, the
method admits case II-1, II-2, and II-3 as a mismatch character,
but does not admit other cases. Table III shows examples of
user strings and their results, when the type II method is used.
III.

SPATIOTEMPORAL BASED AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM

Spatiotemporal based authentication system consists of a
device which is used to input user characters, and a server
which authenticates the user. Each user has user ID (identifier),
and a preset string is set for each ID. To enhance security of
authentication, tamper resistant devices should be used.
Authentication procedure is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The user orders the device to start authentication on
arbitrary point.
The user inputs user characters to the device,
travelling to the destination.
When the user arrives at the destination, he/she orders
the device to finish authentication.
When the device receives the finish command, the
device sends the user string and user ID to the server.
The server compares user sting and preset string to
authenticate the user, and sends the result to the
device.

When authentication fails t times successively, the user
account is locked. we call t permitted trial count. Liken to
password, how many times a user tries to input passwords.
When time or distance area is used, a device which informs
elapsed time or travel distance to a user is needed. When
location area is used and authentication is performed outdoors,
GPS (Global Positioning System) is needed (Using QuasiZenith Satellite System [6] enhances the measurement
accuracy). When authentication is performed indoors, locating
system such as UWB (Ultra Wide Band) based one [4] is
needed. Travel distance is calculated by location information.
IV.

SECURITY EVALUATION

This section explains formalized security evaluation of
spatiotemporal based authentication. Attacker is a person who
tries authentication improperly, although he/she is not
permitted to be authenticated. To make deriving equations easy,
we assumed an attacker has the device for authentication, and
he/she knows the followings:

Permitted trial
count
FAR

TABLE IV.
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Combination
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Figure 4. Dependency of FAR

•
•
•

User ID, length of the preset string, and candidates of
preset areas and actions.
A preset string includes either time area, distance area,
or location area.
A preset string does not include duplicative preset area.

Note that the assumptions are disadvantaged for evaluating
security of spatiotemporal based authentication.
A. Probability of Successful Authentication for Attackers
1) False Acceptance Rate (FAR): False acceptance rate
(FAR) is probability that an attacker succeeds in
authentication, when t is permitted trial count, and the attacker
inputs user strings t times. FAR is calculated by:
t

FAR = 1 − ∏ (1 − α i )

(1)

i =1

In the equation, αi is probability of user string match on i-th
authentication trial by the attacker. αi is probability that the
attacker succeeds in authentication when he/she inputs a user
string randomly. So, (1 - αi) is probability that the attacker fail
to be authenticated on i-th trial, and ∏ t (1 − α i ) is probability
i =1

that the attacker fail to be authenticated t times in a row. FAR
is calculated as complementary event of it.
αi is calculated by:

αi =

v
w −i +1

•
•
•

The preset string is 〈A5 (pushing button 5 time)〉 〈B5〉
〈C5〉 〈D5〉.
Candidates of preset areas: A to Z (26 types).
Candidates of preset actions: 1 to 9 (9 types).

First, we explain how to derive w and v, assuming length of a
user and preset string is same. Then, we explain that, assuming
a user string is shorter than a preset string. Deriving w when
applying the normal matching method is explained in [18].

g-h
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
3

Case 1
4C4
4C3
4C4
4C2
4C3
4C4
4C1
4C2
4C3
4C4

Case 2
0
4 C0×2
0
3 C0×2
1
C
×2
4 1
0
2 C0×2
1
3 C1×2
2
C
×2
4 2
0
1 C0×2
1
2 C1×2
2
3 C2×2
3
4 C3×2

Case 3
22 C0
22 C1
22 C0
22 C2
22 C1
22 C0
22 C3
22 C2
22 C1
22 C0

Figure 4 illustrates dependency of FAR. Each term are
explained in the followings.
2) Posssible User Strings: 〈J5〉 〈K5〉 〈L5〉 〈M5〉 is one of
user strings. Combination number of user area included in user
strings (made by the attacker) is 26C4 (extracting four
characters from 26 characters). For each case, one out of nine
user actions is performed on the four user area. So,
combination of user strings is 26C4×94. Generalized equation
of combination of user strings wf is calculated by:
w f =r Cmcm

(3)

In the equation, m is length of a preset string, r is the number of
total preset areas, and c is the number of total preset actions.
3) Successful User Strings When Type I Method is
Applied: This part explains how to derive combination of
successful user strings, when the type I method is applied.
When allowed mismatch number d is zero, the combination
number is one. When d is one, successful user strings may
include one mismatch character (e.g., 〈[A-D]4〉 by regular
expressions) out of four. So, the combination number is 1 +
4C1 (sum of cases that d is zero and one). Therefore, when m is
length of a preset string, combination of successful user
strings vf is calculated by:

(2)

In the equation, w is combination of user strings which an
attacker makes, and v is combination of successful user
strings. On the denominator, i - 1 is subtracted from w,
because on i-th trial, the attacker does not use the user string
which is rejected before the trial.
To illuminate how to derive w and v, we first use examples
of user strings, and then we show generalized equations. In the
examples, we assumed the followings:

COMBINATION NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL USER STRINGS
g
0
1
0
2
1
0
3
2
1
0

vf =

d

∑

m

Ch

(4)

h =0

Note that we do not care the case that the preset action is
“pushing button one (minimum) times,” to make the derivation
of the equation easy. This is disadvantaged for evaluating
security of spatiotemporal based authentication.
4) Successful User Strings When Type II Method is
Applied: This part explains how to derive combination of
successful user strings, when the type II method is applied.
Examples in the explanation assumed the followings:
•
•
•

A0: Allowed mismatch number d is two, and actual
number of mismatch characters is also two.
A1: One of mismatch character is that user area is
match, but user action is mismatch (e.g., 〈[A-D][46]〉
by regular expressions).
A2: The other mismatch character is that user area is
mismatch (e.g., 〈[E-Z]1〉).

Permitted trial
count

Probability of input
character failure

probability of user
string failure

Length of a preset
string

Next, combination of successful user strings v is explained.
For example, if length of a preset string m is four, and d is one,
authentication succeeds when a user string includes three
characters and the number of mismatch characters is zero, or
when a user string includes four characters and the number of
mismatch characters is less than or equal to one. Let zi,j be
combination number calculated by equation 4 or 5 (In the
equations, zi,j is vf ) when m is i and d is j. The combination of
successful user strings v is z3,0+z4,1. So, v is calculated by:

FRR

Allowed mismatch
number

Figure 5. Dependency of FRR

Case 1 - From A1, three user areas are match in user
strings. So, the combination number is 4C3 (extracting three out
of four characters from the preset string).
Case 2 - From A2, one out of three characters of case 1 is
the action mismatch character, and therefore its combination
number is 3C1. Action mismatch means when a preset action is
“pushing button n times,” user actions are “pushing button n 1 times” or “pushing button n + 1 times” (The two actions are
allowed). So, the combination number is 3C1×21.
Case 3 - Combination of area mismatch characters: One
area is selected from areas [E-Z] (22 areas except for [A-D]),
and allowed user action is only “pushing button one time.” So,
the combination number is 22C1.
Case 1, 2 and 3 are independent events. So, the
combination of successful user strings is 4C3×3C1×21×22C1
(multiplying combination numbers of them).
Let g be the number of A0 characters, and let h be the
number of A1 characters (the number of A2 characters is g - h).
Based on Table IV, when m is length of a preset string, d is
allowed mismatch number, and r is the number of total preset
areas, combination of case 1 is mCn-g+h, that of case 2 is mh
g+h Ch×2 , and that of case 3 is r-mCg-h. Combination number of
each row in Table IV is calculated by multiplying combination
numbers of case 1, 2, and 3. Rows in Table IV are independent
events. So, combination of successful user strings vf is sum of
combination numbers of the rows. It is calculated by:

vf =

d

g

∑∑

m

Cm − g +h m − g +h Ch 2h r−m C g −h

(5)

g =0 h =0

Note that we do not care the cases that the preset action is
“pushing button one (minimum) times,” or “pushing button
nine (maximum) times,” to make the derivation of the equation
easy. This is disadvantaged for evaluating security of
spatiotemporal based authentication.
5) Short User String: This part explains how to derive
combination of user strings w and combination of successful
user strings v, when a user string is shorter than a preset string.
First, derivation of w is explained. For example, when length
of a preset string m is four, and allowed mismatch number d is
one, user strings which have three or four characters are
successful, if there is no mismatch characters. Let yi be
combination number calculated by equation 3 (In the equation,
yi is wf) when m is i. The combination of the user strings w is
y3+y4. So, w is calculated by (Note that y0 is zero):
w=

m

∑y

i=n−d

i

(6)

v=

n

∑z

i ,i − n + d

(7)

i=n −d

Note that the equation does not change whether the type I or II
method is applied or not.
FAR is different when an attacker inputs only user strings
whose length is same as a preset string (i.e., equation 3, 4, and
5 is adopted), or when he/she inputs the strings whose length is
same as or shorter than the preset string (i.e., equation 6 and 7
is adopted). In the experiment, we changed parameters such as
the number of authentication area, and adopted higher FAR.
Note that this is a disadvantage for evaluation of the
spatiotemporal based authentication.
B. Probability of Failure Authentication for Users
In this subsection, failure authentication for users is
explained. We assumed that a user knows the preset string
linked to his/her user ID.
1) False Rejection Rate (FRR): False rejection rate (FRR)
is probability that a user does not succeeds in authentication
within t times trials (t is permitted trial count). FRR is
calculated by:

FRR = β t

(8)

In the equation, β is probability of user string failure. It is
probability that a user does not succeed in authentication due to
failing to input a user string on i-th authentication trial. Liken
to password, it is probability that a user does not succeed in
authentication due to mistyping. β is calculated using
probability of input character failure. Figure 5 illustrates
dependency of FRR. Each term are explained in the followings.
2) Probability of Input Character Failure: Probability of
input character failure γ is the probability that a user fails to
input a user character. Liken to password, it is probability that
a user makes mistyping one character. Although γ is generally
speculated based on experimental results, this paper set
assumed value to γ to make the experiment easy.
Note that when the type I method is applied, the failure
means case I-1 (see section II.C) occurs. The failure does not
include case I-2, I-3, and I-4, because the method assumes the
cases never occur. When the type II method is applied, the
failure means case II-1, II-2, or II-3 occurs. The failure does
not include case II-4, II-5, and II-6.
3) Probability of User String Failure: Let γ be probability
of input character failure, let m be length of a preset string,
and let d allowed mismatch number. Probability of user string
failure β is probability that a user fails to input more than or

equal to d+1 characters out of m characters in the user string.
So, the probability is calculated by:

β =

m

∑

m
i = d +1

C i γ i (1 − γ

)m − 1

(9)

In the equation, mCi γi (1 - γ)m - 1 is probability that a user fails
to input i out of m characters, and it follows a binomial
distribution. β is sum of the probability when a user fails to
input more than or equal to d+1 characters.
C. Number of Candidates of Preset Areas
When authentication interval is applied, the number of total
preset areas r is calculated by:

s
r= 
u 

(10)

In the equation, s is total elapsed time or total travel distance
which an authentication system assumes, and u is unit size of
an authenticating interval. The number of candidates for the
case of applying authentication point is explained in [18].
V.

EXPERIMENT

A. Overview
To answer RQ1 to RQ3, we evaluated security of
spatiotemporal based authentication. When security of an
authentication method is evaluated, both FAR and FRR should
be considered because there is trade-off between FAR and FRR.
However, we did not evaluate FRR of the type I and II method,
to make the experiment easy. We evaluated security of the type
I and II method, assuming the FRR is same as conventional
method (authentication method with authentication point) (to
answer RQ1 and RQ2). Instead of evaluating the FRR, we
derived required probability of input character failure, to make
security of the type I and II method higher than the
conventional method (to answer RQ3).
The experiment was performed by the following steps:
1.
2.
3.

Set baselines by evaluating the conventional method
(authentication method with authentication point).
Compare the normal matching method, the type I
method, and the type II method with the baselines, to
answer RQ1 and RQ2.
Derive required probability of input character failure,
to answer RQ3.

We used time area as authentication area. Total elapsed
time was set as 60 seconds, and permitted trial count was set as
two (The conditions are same as [18]). Unit size of an
authentication interval was set as 10 seconds. So, the number
of total preset areas was six when authentication interval is
used (from equation 10). The number of total preset areas was
59 when authentication point (conventional method) is used
(from [18]). Authentication action was “pushing button” when
authentication point is used, and the actions were “pushing
button n times (n is from 1 to 9)” when authentication interval
is used. Length of preset strings was set as four and five,
considering FAR and usability.

B. Setting Baselines
To set baselines, we focused on the conventional method
(authentication method with authentication point). The
baselines mean the cases whose FAR and FRR are sufficient in
actual use. Table V shows relationships of FAR, FRR, length
of preset strings m, allowed mismatch number d, and
probability of user string failure β (from [18]). Considering
FAR (security) and β (usability), we set the case “m is four and
d is one” and the case “m is five and d is one” as baselines
(indicated by boldface). Note that more authentication areas
make usability lower because a user should remember more
areas. So, the case “m is five and d is one” is preferable to be
used when security is severe.
C. Comparison of FAR
We compared the normal matching method, the type I
method, and the type II method with the baselines, and
identified cases which are more secure than the baselines.
“More secure” means FAR is enough smaller and FRR is not
larger than the baselines. Table VI, VII, and VIII shows
relationships of FAR, FRR, length of preset strings m, allowed
mismatch number d, and probability of user string failure β
(FRR and β is same as Table V).
Comparing Table V with Table VI, in the normal matching
method, there were no case in which FAR was enough smaller
and FRR was not larger than the baselines. So, the method is
not more secure than the authentication point method, if FRR is
same as the conventional method, and the parameters such as d
are set as the experiment. Therefore, the answer of RQ1 is
“Using authentication point (conventional method) has higher
security than using authentication interval.”
Comparing Table V with Table VII and VIII, the following
cases were more secure than the conventional method
(authentication method with authentication point), if FRR is
same as the conventional method. So the answer of RQ2 is
“The improved authentication method (the type I and type II
method) has higher security than using authentication point
(conventional method).”
• In the type I method, when m is four, the cases “d is
from one to four” had enough smaller FAR than the
baseline. We focused on the case “d is four” (indicated
by boldface), because it had smallest FRR. In this case,
FAR was improved from 0.097% (the baseline) to
0.053%.
• In the type I method, when m is five, the case “d is
one” had enough smaller FAR (indicated by boldface)
than the baseline. In this case, FAR was improved
from 0.011% (the baseline) to 0.003%.
• In the type II method, when m is four, the case “d is
one” had enough smaller FAR than the baseline and
same FRR as the baseline. (indicated by boldface). In
this case, FAR was improved from 0.097% (the
baseline) to 0.035%.
D. Required Probability of Input Character Failure
In the case “length of preset strings m is four and allowed
mismatch number d is four” of the type I method, FRR is zero,
even if probability of input character failure γ is 100%. This is
because when m is same as d, authentication succeeds, if all

TABLE V.

FAR, FRR, AND PROBABILITY OF USER STRING FAILURE IN
THE CONVENTIONAL METHOD [18]

m
4
5
d β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%) β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%)
7.177
0.000 32.281
10.421
0.000
0 26.791
1
3.047
0.093
0.097 4.828
0.233
0.011
0.159
0.000
3.972 0.376
0.001
0.582
2
0.003
0.000
43.845 0.015
0.000
10.216
3
0.000
0.000
100.000 0.000
0.000
60.096
4
0.000
0.000
100.000
5
TABLE VI.

FAR, FRR, AND PROBABILITY OF USER STRING FAILURE IN
THE NORMAL M ATCHING METHOD

m
4
5
d β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%) β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%)
7.177
0.002 32.281
10.421
0.001
0 26.791
3.047
0.093
0.213 4.828
0.233
0.049
1
0.159
0.000
5.418 0.376
0.001
1.219
2
0.003
0.000
46.382 0.015
0.000
13.387
3
0.000
0.000
100.000 0.000
0.000
62.456
4
0.000
0.000
100.000
5
TABLE VII.

FAR, FRR, AND PROBABILITY OF USER STRING FAILURE IN
THE TYPE I METHOD

m
4
5
d β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%) β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%)
7.177
0.002 32.281
10.421
0.001
0 26.791
3.047
0.093
0.011 4.828
1
0.233
0.003
0.159
0.000
0.028 0.376
0.001
0.009
2
0.003
0.000
0.046 0.015
0.000
0.018
3
0.000
0.024
4
0.000
0.000
0.053 0.000
0.000
0.000
0.026
5
TABLE VIII.

FAR, FRR, AND PROBABILITY OF USER STRING FAILURE IN
THE TYPE II METHOD

m
4
5
d β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%) β (%) FRR (%) FAR (%)
7.177
0.002 32.281
10.421
0.001
0 26.791
0.233
0.009
1
3.047
0.093
0.035 4.828
0.159
0.000
0.196 0.376
0.001
0.054
2
0.003
0.000
0.584 0.015
0.000
0.174
3
0.000
0.000
0.932 0.000
0.000
0.371
4
0.000
0.000
0.504
5

user characters are mismatch. So, required γ is equal to or
smaller than 100%. The answer of RQ3 for the case is “The
requirement for the improved method (the type I method) is to
set input character failure as equal to smaller than 100%.” Note
that the failure does not include case I-2, I-3, and I-4, as stated
in section IV. B. 2.
In other cases identified in the previous subsection, their d
were same as the baseline. From equation 9, when m and d are
same, γ should be same, to make probability of user string
failure β (i.e., FRR. See equation 8) same. From [18], γ of the
baseline was 7.5%. So, required γ is equal to or smaller than
7.5%. Therefore, the answer of RQ3 for these cases is “The
requirement for the improved method (the type I and type II
method) is to set input character failure as equal to smaller than
7.5%.” Note that the failure does not include case II-4, II-5,
and II-6, as stated in section IV. B. 2.

VI.

DISCUSSION

In fingerprint authentication, which is widely used as
biometrics authentication, false acceptance rate (FAR) is
0.01%, and false rejection rate (FRR) is 0.1% [11].
Assumptions of calculating FAR and FRR are different
between fingerprint authentication and spatiotemporal based
authentication. Therefore it is not proper that their FAR and
FRR are compared straightforwardly, and consider which is
more secure method. In addition, FAR and FRR of
spatiotemporal based authentication were calculated based on
many assumptions, and FAR and FRR may get worse to some
extent in actual use. However, FAR and FRR were fairly low
in the experiment, and therefore we think spatiotemporal based
authentication with the type I or II method is enough secure, if
the limitations are considered. Note that FRR was calculated
assuming users remember their preset string correctly. If their
memories are wrong, FRR gets worse.
An attacker can steal passwords of many users easily, if
he/she sets a hidden camera on the authentication place. In
contrast, if an attacker tries to steal preset strings of
spatiotemporal based authentication, he/she should tailing users
many times, and it makes the steal difficult. When password is
used for authentication which needs high security, the place of
inputting password may be secure, and it makes probability of
shoulder surfing low. If spatiotemporal based authentication is
used in the same situation, security of spatiotemporal based
authentication is enhanced. So, advantage of spatiotemporal
based authentication over password does not change.
Spatiotemporal based authentication may be interfered with
by an attacker. But an attacker can interfere with most of
authentication methods, if he/she attacks users physically. So,
it is not drawback of spatiotemporal based authentication.
Additionally, an attacker can destroy authentication devices
such as fingerprint scanner. These discussions are separate
from security of authentication methods.
VII. RELATED WORK
Authentication methods which are robust against shoulder
surfing are proposed. For example, there are an authentication
method using motion features of a mobile device [13], a
method based on users’ finger motion [8], a method based on
users’ gain [14], and a method based on users’ body motion [3].
FAR was about 1 to 5% in [13] and [14], and equal-error rate
was 4.2% in [3] (FAR was not mentioned in [8]). Although
simple comparison of FAR and FRR should be avoided,
spatiotemporal based authentication with the type I and II
method is enough secure, compared with the methods. Note
that the usability of spatiotemporal based authentication is
lower than the methods, and application area of them is
basically different.
Ishihara et al. [5] proposed an authentication method using
history of user location. A user is authenticated, answering
locations where his/her visited. However, the method is
vulnerable to getting location history by attacker’s GPS logger
[16]. In contrast, spatiotemporal based authentication is
relatively robust against such attack, because it combines
authentication action with spatiotemporal information.
Also, there are some authentication methods which use
location information. They control access right by a user’s

current location [2][10]. For example, if a user is at a place
where outsiders cannot enter, an authentication system
recognizes the user as an insider and grants various access
rights. These methods are suitable for access control of a
system, but not for authentication of entering important places
such as a secret data storage rooms. The concept of these
methods is applicable to the spatiotemporal based
authentication method, using places where an outsider cannot
enter as authentication areas, and it enhances the security.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper improved spatiotemporal based authentication
using the partial matching method. In spatiotemporal based
authentication, a user succeeds in authentication when he/she
performs preset actions such as pushing button n times on
preset intervals defined by spatiotemporal information. To
suppress false acceptance rate (FAR), we proposed two kinds
of partial matching methods for pushing button and interval.
The type I method assumes the number of pushing button is
sometimes less than preset count, but the number never
exceeds it, and a user never pushes the button out of preset
intervals. The type II method assumes the number of pushing
button is less or more than preset count occasionally, and a
user pushes the button out of preset intervals. We explained
equations for calculating FAR when the type I or II method is
applied.
In the experiment, we evaluated security of the type I and II
method. When length of preset string was four, the type I
method improved FAR from 0.097% to 0.053%. In this case,
required probability of input character failure was equal to or
smaller than 100%. The type II method improved FAR from
0.097% to 0.035%. When the length is five, the type I method
improves FAR from 0.011% to 0.003%. In these cases,
required probability of input character failure was equal to or
smaller than 7.5%.
One of our future works is conducting experiments with
actual users to evaluate whether the assumptions of the type I
and II method are satisfied or not (i.e., whether case I-2, I-3, I4, II-4, II-5, and II-6 are occurred or not). We will also evaluate
whether required probability of input character failure is
satisfied or not, when the type I and II method is applied. The
other future work is that we will conduct experiments with
actual users to evaluate practical feasibility from the viewpoint
of usability.
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